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creation, a theory of details of biolo or of astronomy or of geology or some

other field of science. They would take the Biblical facts and then add to them

and build up a beautiful theory and then when someone in a scientific laboratory

found something that didn't fit with their theory, they said. that this was contrary

to the Scripture and opposed it. Today we do exactly the opposite. Today we

have a few facts gathered together and. on the basis of these few facts a

beautiful theory is cnstructed and. then you find a statement in the Bible that

doesn't fit with the theory and therefore you say the Bible is unscientific.

True science and true interpretation or the Bible never contradicts. But the

theories bases on either'may contradict and if the theory is true it must check

with both, riot merely with one. So in this case here we have a Biblical theory

nd all the sbholars, the Egyptian scholars as well as the Bible scholars twist

this, I wouldn't say twist because that might be true about Shishak, but without

evidence they dogmatically stated that Shishak's tx±ex scribe copied names

from the other insci'iotion names of cities that he hadn't actually conquered.

Well, that is the attitude then, a very skeptical attitude of the details of

Shishek's inscription a few years ago. ., at the city of Megidd.o. And. at Megiddo

in the excavations there they found in that great b±ixx fortress

far north in the northern kingdom in Rz±x Rehoboam's kingdom one of the cities

which is named kr by Shishak as having been conquered by him. There they found

a monument, the rema±ns ± of a monument in that city put up by Shishek to

celebrate the fact that he had conçuered the city. They found the remains of that

monument. Well, you might say it is strange that the people would have left the

monument. Well, they might. have knocked it over and lft it there in ruins or

they may even have left it there. The Irsish are just getting around in the

last couple o± yx months to remove the beautiful statue of Queen Victoria

which is still standing in front of the Irish Parliament House. They are now

getting around to removing it after it has been there all these years. I was

quite amused last summer in Dublin to find.the Nelson Square was the most
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